
Horticulture Meeting 
September 4, 2014 

 
Attendees: Ron LaFond, Jean Shankweiler 
 
Advisory Committee Meeting  
The date for the next Advisory meeting was discussed.  Friday, October 3 was 
decided for the date, at 11:30am.  Hopefully parking won’t be an issue at this 
time.  Jean will get the invitations out as soon as possible, to give enough time 
for attendees to arrange schedules. 
 
Program Review  
The 2-year CTE review is due in September.  The questions to be answered are 
available online and a hard copy was brought to the meeting. Jean will send 
Ron the link for the document.  The questions were reviewed.  The labor 
statistics can be determined from BLS databases.  Jean will send Ron the links 
and also links from the CTEA webpage.  We discussed sending the advisory 
committee a survey to help answer questions.  Jean will send Ron the I&T 
survey for us to modify. 
 
SLOs 
The reports for spring 2014 assessments are due Sept. 12.  Four reports are 
due – Hort 53 - SLO#1 & 2, Hort 54 – SLO #1, Hort 56 – SLO #1.  Ron will work 
on these first.  The fall 2014 slos to be assessed are Hort 41, 46, 55 and 60, all 
SLO #2.  Reports will be due in January. 
 
Curriculum 
The 2-year CTE review for all horticulture courses will be due in Spring.  The 
CCC has plans to inactive Hort 95-CWE.  Ron agreed the course has not been 
offered and should be inactivated. 
 
Annual Planning 
The 2015-16 plan will be rolled over in September, and revisions will be due in 
December.  Some discussion followed on items to include in the plan.  Several 
issues that arose: 1) need cabinets in the Phys 116 storage rooms for the soils 
lab equipment. Some glassware is needed for the lab and a cabinet will improve 
storage capabilities.  2) the diversity of plant materials on campus is 
decreasing.  Also, some to the classes need more emphasis on training rather 
than theory.  Ron will make a list of activities the students need training on 
and Jean will work with Joe and facilities to see if we can incorporate into 



classes.  3)  Curriculum revisions should include classes that provide training 
for jobs. Along with this, the idea of stackable certificates for specific skills 
should be investigated, possibly using short term classes.  
 
Other 
Student help – Ron should request hours for a student helper. They can help 
keep the nursery area clean. 
 
Deliveries – Facilities has assured Jean that deliveries (such as soil) can be 
arranged.  We just need to keep facilities informed and make arrangements so 
the trucks can be escorted into the construction area. 
 
 


